This paper presents an accurate identification of different types of karta (subject) in Bangla. Due to the limited amount of annotated data of dependency relations, we have built a baseline parser for Bangla using data driven method. Then a rule based post processor is applied on the output of baseline parser. As a result, average labeled attachment score improvement of karta (subject) based on F-measure on KGPBenTreeBank and ICON 2010 Treebank are 25.35% and 9.53%, respectively.
Introduction
Machine translation, anaphora resolution, question answering, etc., are the major application areas under natural language processing. While translating a source language to target language, the dependency structure of a sentence of source language plays a key role. Dependency grammar is a form of syntactic representation, where the syntactic structure consists of lexical elements linked by binary dependency relations. Dependency parsing involves syntactic analysis based on dependency representation (Nivre, 2005) . The dependency structure is more suitable for handling highly inflected languages and the languages where word order is not very rigid.
The objective of our work is to build a high accuracy dependency parser for Bangla to facilitate Bangla to Hindi Machine Translation (BHMT) system. We have built a baseline dependency parser for Bangla using data driven method which implements inductive dependency parsing using the framework of MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2006; Nivre et al., 2007) , in which we adapted the parameters and features for Bangla sentence parsing. We have analyzed different types of errors in the output of this baseline parser. We note that the correct identification of karta (subject) is a very important task for good quality BHMT system. We have analyzed different types of errors of karta (subject) and proposed some methods to rectify those errors by post processing the output of the baseline parser.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the previous work related to dependency parsing. Section 3 describes the motivation and objective of our work. Section 4 describes the development of dependency parser for Bangla using data driven method. Section 5 presents rule based post processing. Section 6 presents the conclusion and the future directions of this research.
Literature Survey
Dependency parsing approaches can be broadly classified into three categories, namely, grammar driven, data driven and hybrid approaches. Grammar driven parsers have been developed based on context free dependency grammar (Hays, 1964) and constraint dependency grammar (Maruyama, 1990) . Graph-based (McDonald et al., 2005) and transition-based parsing (Nivre et al., 2007) are some methods of data driven parsing. Marneffe et al. (2006) has proposed a system 1 which extracts dependency parses from phrase structure parses of English sentences.
We now discuss work on parsing of Indian languages. Bharati et al. (1993) has described a constraint based Hindi parser by applying the Paninian framework (Bharati et al., 1995) . Bharati et al. (2002) have also used the computational Paninian framework for parsing Hindi sentences (Bharati and Sangal, 1993) without using lakshan charts (discrimination nets) for nouns and verbs. Bharati et al. (2009) has described a two stage constraint based approach for parsing Hindi sentences. Dhar et al. (2012) has described a two-stage approach for parsing Bangla sentences.
The Tool Contests of ICON 2009 (Husain, 2009 ) and ICON 2010 released three Indian language Treebanks for Hindi, Bengali and Telugu. The system of De et al. (2009b) had the best performance for Bangla. They used a grammar driven approach for parsing. They have used 500 demand frames in Bangla (De et al., 2009a) for parsing. A hybrid approach has been suggested by Chatterji et al. (2009) and Ghosh et al. (2010) where data driven parser used as a baseline system and followed by a rule based post processor. We have also followed a hybrid approach (Chatterji et al., 2009; Ghosh et al., 2010; Dhar et al., 2012) , but in rule based post processing we mainly focus on correct identification of different types of karta (subject) in a sentence. Kolachina et al. (2010) and Kosaraju et al. (2010) have built a dependency parser for Indian languages using data driven method. For this, they have used the framework of MaltParser.
Motivation and Objective
The objective of our work is to build a high accuracy dependency parser for Bangla to facilitate BHMT system. The Bangla verb form does not depend on gender and number of karta (subject) of a sentence, but sometimes in Hindi the verb form depends on gender, number and person of the karta (subject) of a sentence. Bangla karta (subject) takes different types of vibhaktis (suffixes) such as ক (ke), র (ra), 0 (shUNya) [zero] . Identifying karta (subject) is a non-trivial task.
There is no one to one correspondence between Bangla sentence and its corresponding Hindi translation. Sometimes in Hindi, the karta (subject) is followed by post position markers but it is absent in corresponding Bangla sentence. For example, in Hindi, when the transitive verb is in the past tense a post position marker ने (ne) is added to the karta (subject). So, correct identification of karta (subject) is very useful for good quality BHMT system.
Our Approach
In this section, we describe the development of our basic data driven parser for Bangla.
Development of Dependency Parser
In our work, we have developed a Bangla dependency parser using the framework of MaltParser. We follow the MaltParser settings for Bangla used in Kosaraju et al. (2010) . They used Covington's algorithm and run this algorithm in a non-projective mode which allows crossing edges in dependency structure.
Feature Description for Data Driven Parser
Features are very important element of statistical modeling of data. We follow the basic features used in Kolachina et al. (2010) 
Data Set
We discuss the description of the data sets which are used in our experiments. The Treebanks used in our experiment are KGPBenTreeBank (Chatterji et al., 2013) and ICON 2010 Treebank . We follow the dependency relations used in Chatterji et al. (2013) and 
Experimental Results
The metrics used to evaluate parser are labeled attachment score (LAS), unlabeled attachment score (UAS) and label accuracy (LA). We have done experiments on KGPBenTreeBank using MaltParser settings and the features of Kolachina et al. (2010) and Kosaraju et al. (2010) . The evaluation results are shown in the table 2. It is observed from the experiments that MaltParser settings and the features of Kosaraju et al. (2010) 
Analyzing the Mistakes of Data Driven Parser
We have analyzed the major errors that occur in the output of the baseline parser, and some of them are described below. 
Rule Based Improvement
As discussed in previous section, the data driven approach has limited data. For this reason, the data driven approach fails to produce a good quality parser. Since it is time consuming to get a large annotated Treebank, can be improved the quality of the baseline parser in other way.
We used the parser with BHMT system and observed many errors related to adding incorrect vibhakti (suffix) to the noun phrases in the translated Hindi sentences. After analysis it is found that such errors occur because of incorrect identification of karta (subject) in the source Bangla sentences.
So, correct identification of karta (subject) is very useful for BHMT system. As an initial problem, we decided to work on accurate identification of karta (subject). We have classified the major types of errors of karta (subject). Some of them are discussed below. The relation between the noun phrase and an intransitive verb is often wrongly labeled as karma (object) instead of karta (subject). We also observed several cases where two noun phrases related to the same verb, one of which is sadharan karta (general subject), and the other is vidheya karta (noun of proposition), are both wrongly identified as karta (subject).
Some of these errors can be fixed if we have the argument structure and constraints associated with the different values. For these reasons, we have classified Bangla verbs based on valency, which is the number of arguments taken by a verb. The arguments of a verb include subject and all the objects of that verb. There are three basic classification of verbs based on valency, namely, intransitive, transitive and ditransitive. We have also classified the verbs based on action. The action of verbs indicates either physical action or mental action. We have created a list of mental verbs and a list of linking verbs, which are also known as copula verb, join the subject of a sentence with its complement.
We also created the karaka (case) frames of 29 common verbs with the help of Bangla corpus IL-POST (Baskaran et al., 2008) . We study this corpus to know which verbs take which dependency relations and its relation with vibhakti (suffix), lexical type, named en-270 tity and semantic class. For Bangla, we follow the argument structure of karaka (case) frame for each verb entry used in Begum et al. (2008) and De et al.(2009a) . We kept the following information in the karaka (case) frame for each verb entry, name of the verb, type of the verb i.e. transitive, intransitive, ditransitive, mental verb or linking verb, karaka (case) relations, necessity of the arguments which can be either mandatory (M) or desirable (D), vibhakti (suffix) information, lexical category, named entity tag and semantic class of each arguments. (0) indicates that the corresponding value of the feature is either null or unknown.
We have proposed some methods to improve the accuracy of karta (subject) using karaka (case) frames and Bangla specific rules, which are discussed in the next sections.
Correction of Improper Relations using Karaka Frames
In this section, we discuss the methods for detection and correction of improper dependency relations in the output of the data driven parser using karaka (case) frame of the verbs.
Karaka (case) frame of a verb consists of mandatory karaka (case) relations and desirable karaka (case) relations. We first assign every mandatory karaka (case) relations in the karaka (case) frame of a verb to the noun phrases in a sentence. After assigning the mandatory karaka (case) relations to the noun phrases in a sentence, if there exists any noun phrases in a sentence that are not assigned by the mandatory karaka (case) relations then from these noun phrases in a sentence, some or all are assigned by the desirable karaka (case) relations in the karaka (case) frame. The detail study is discussed below.
Preprocessing steps of the Algorithm:
A sentence in the output of the data driven parser is taken. We split up the sentence into n clauses using clause boundary identifier. We consider the karaka (case) frame of the verbs in each sentence.
Description of feature structure: Consider a noun phrase np with head h(np) in the output of data driven parser is related to a verb vg with dependency relation dr. The relevant features of h(np) refer to the root, person, number, vibhakti (suffix), lexical type, named entity tag and semantic class. The relevant features of vg refer to the root, person and vibhakti (suffix). The relevant features of dr in the karaka (case) frame refer to set of vibhakti (suffix), set of lexical type, set of named entity tag and set of semantic class.
Definition of Match:
If vibhakti, lexical_type, N ET and semantic_class of h(np) belong to vibhakti list, lexical_type list, N ET list and semantic_class list of dr in the karaka (case) frame of vg, respectively, then we say that this instance of the relation dr between h(np) and vg are matched, else we call them unmatched. This procedure is outlined in Procedure Match.
This is explained in more detail below:
Initially we mark each relation type ka_r m in the karaka (case) frame k_f (vg i ) of each verb vg i and each h(np j ) in a sentence as unmatched. For each clause cl i in a sentence s, we consider each h(np j ) with dr j and check whether the features of h(np j ) and features of dr j in k_f (vg i ) are matched. If it is matched then we mark both the h(np j ) and dr j in 271 Input: Features of h(np) and features of dr in karaka (case) frame of vg.
let f s(h(np)) be the features of h(np). let k_f (vg) be the karaka (case) frame of verb vg. let f s(dr, k_f (vg)) be the features of dr in karaka (case) frame of vg.
if f s(h(np)).vibhakti ∈ f s(dr, k_f (vg)).vibhakti list and f s(h(np)).lexical_type ∈ f s(dr, k_f (vg)).lexical_type list and f s(h(np)).N ET ∈ f s (dr, k_f (vg) Step 1: Run data driven parser on the input sentence.
Step 2: Run clause boundary identifier on the input sentence. Initialize: Mark each ka_r m in the karaka frame and each h(np j ) in a sentence as unmatched. If any unmatched ka_r m exists in k_f (vg i ) then for each of unmatched ka_r m in k_f (vg i ), first we consider mandatory karaka (case) relation M r j . Then we search for the np in a clause whose features of h(np) are matched with the features of the unmatched M r j in k_f (vg i ). If multiple records are found, we pick up the first one f _np and assign that unmatched M r j to the dependency relation of h(f _np). We also assign vg i to the parent of h(f _np). We mark both the h(f _np) and that unmatched M r j in k_f (vg i ) as matched. Now we consider the desirable karaka (case) relation Dr j . If Dr j is found unmatched then, we search for the unmatched np in a clause whose features of h(np) are matched with the features of the unmatched Dr j in k_f (vg i ). If multiple records are found, we pick up the first one f _np and assign that unmatched Dr j to the dependency relation of h(f _np). We also assign vg i to the parent of h(f _np). We mark both the h(f _np) and that unmatched Dr j in k_f (vg i ) as matched. This method is shown in Algorithm 2.
Correction of Improper Relations using Rules
In this section, we discuss the correction of improper karta (subject) relation in the output of baseline parser using Bangla specific rules. We observed and classified major types of errors and formulated 45 rules. Some of them are discussed below. Observation 1: We observed that in several cases anubhav karta (experiencer subject) is incorrectly identified. We observed in the output of data driven parser is that some head of noun phrases with genitive marker (র) (ra), which is related to the noun of mental verbs with the relation sambandha (genitive relation).
The anubhav karta (experiencer subject) takes genitive marker র (ra) and nominative marker. The anubhav karta (experiencer subject) is always animate entity. A noun phrase with genitive marker র (ra), it's semantic class is animate and it is followed by a mental verb, we say that this noun phrase is anubhav karta (experiencer subject).
In There are many sentences which have linking verbs. These sentences have different structures. We discuss one of them. A noun phrase with null marker is followed by a noun phrase with genitive marker র (ra) is followed by another noun phrase with null marker which is followed by a linking verb, we say that the first noun phrase is sadharan karta (general subject) and the third noun phrase is vidheya karta (noun of proposition).
In 
Experimental Results after Post Processing
We improved our results by post processing the output of the data driven parser using karaka (case) frames and Bangla specific rules. Two different stages (baseline parser and after rule based post processing) of the overall evaluation results are shown in 
Conclusion and Future Work
A hybrid approach of dependency parsing for Bangla is presented in this paper. We have combined two methods i.e. data driven method and rule based post processing for development of dependency parser for Bangla. In future, we may extend this work to other dependency relations. We may analyze in depth the errors of other dependency relations in order to get more effective features for the development of more karaka (case) frames and develop more Bangla specific rules. We may improve dependency parser for Bangla through unsupervised learning as manually annotated data of dependency relations is very limited. 
